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Evaluation has been receiving a lot of sociol-
ogy of late—enough to support multiple
critical reviews of its own (Lamont 2012;
Zuckerman 2012). The attention is
warranted. Growing stratification in virtual-
ly all systems of opportunity allocation,
including labor and marriage and credential
markets, has encouraged students of
inequality to be freshly attentive to the mech-
anisms people and organizations use to adju-
dicate worth. At the same time, the digitiza-
tion of information and the mechanization of
its analysis render many projects of evalua-
tion ever more distributed, complex, and dif-
ficult to transparently understand.

Many have trained their gaze on evalua-
tion in the academic world. The production
of monographs on selective college admis-
sions is sufficiently steady as to be consid-
ered a genre (e.g., Karabel 2005; Soares
2007; Zimdars 2016). Studies of institutional
rankings (Espeland and Sauder 2016) and
academic peer review (Lamont 2009)
expand recognition of how universities
and those who make careers within them
contribute to nested systems of measure-
ment, judgment, and reward. Now comes
Inside Graduate Admissions, Julie R. Posselt’s
investigation of a process central to the
reproduction of academic personnel. Care-
fully designed, capaciously theorized, and
beautifully written, Posselt’s contribution
spurs me, in its honor, to risk the metaphor
of this essay’s title. But I first offer an over-
view of the remarkable study itself.

If ever you are tasked with the business of
evaluating doctoral applicants, consider it
a professional obligation to read this book.
It is a mirror on academic gatekeeping
undistorted by the gatekeepers’ own wish-
ful thinking. Its evidentiary core encom-
passes 86 interviews with 62 faculty
members in ten academic programs, situ-
ated in three top U.S. research universities.
Its data also include firsthand observations
of admissions committee deliberations in

six of the programs, additional interviews
with graduate students, and careful use of
available national-level data. Posselt wisely
sampled disciplines representing a range
of epistemological traditions: humanistic
fields (classics, philosophy), hard-science
ones (astrophysics, biology, physics), and
several in between (economics, linguistics,
political science, sociology).

Despite the variety of schools and scholar-
ly traditions in her sample, Posselt found
remarkable consistency in the formal orga-
nization of applicant review. Even in our
digital age, selecting potential academic off-
spring remains a low-tech endeavor. Eval-
uators first make coarse sorts on the basis
of a few data points (test scores, GPA) and
then spend more time in connoisseur-like
consideration of a small portion of appli-
cants who make baseline cuts (with some
important exceptions per below). This
more qualitative discernment of worthiness
is where the importance of cultural and
social capital is amenable to Posselt’s direct
observation. Homophily is pervasive, even
lauded, as faculty reviewers talk explicitly
about seeing younger versions of them-
selves in particular application files. Here
is one of the few places where Posselt sees
systematic variation in assessment of worth
among disciplines: faculty in some fields
lent special value to applicants demonstrat-
ing social mobility (astrophysics, biology,
political science, sociology); those in other
fields lent favor to those judged edgy or
cool (astrophysics, classics, linguistics, polit-
ical science). Across all fields, degrees from
highly selective undergraduate programs
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and positive letters of recommendation
from known colleagues were strongly
equated with merit.

The whole process is hardly innocent of
class bias, race politics, and ethno-national
stereotyping. Because faculty presumed
that applicants groomed at prestigious
schools were more meritorious than others,
they extended the social-biographical
sorting by class that is baked into U.S. K–
12 and undergraduate education regimes.
Even when Posselt’s respondents recog-
nized how their preferences for fancy
schools and named connections predis-
posed them to prefer applicants from privi-
leged backgrounds, they confessed a faith
that good pedigrees reliably predicted
future performance, occasionally noting
with conviction that it was the future of
their academic disciplines, and not class
politics, about which they were ultimately
concerned.

Reflecting their commitment to the now-
sacred academic doctrine that racial hetero-
geneity is an essential component of aca-
demic excellence, Posselt’s respondents
had sub-routines for applicants who were
ethno-racial minorities. In each of the
committees Posselt observed, at least one
applicant would come to be defined as
a ‘‘diversity candidate,’’ usually on the basis
of some named identity that could be
counted in official reports to other intra-
mural offices. Diversity candidates were
presumed to bring a categorical value to
the applicant pool independent of other
measures of their worth, and because of
this they were assessed with especially gen-
erous care.

Care of a very different sort was paid to
applicants from Asian countries, especially
China. Among these doctoral hopefuls, no
perfect GRE or TOEFL score was necessarily
an indicator of excellence or even basic fit-
ness for doctoral training in the United
States. Posselt’s startlingly clear findings of
explicit and routine bias against Asian
applicants parallels equally troubling phe-
nomena in selective undergraduate admis-
sions (Espenshade and Radford 2009). Just
how elite U.S. academics manage to con-
vince themselves of the acceptability of cat-
egorical discrimination against top talent

from a few countries—and affirmative
action for U.S. nationals—remains an open
question.

The next generation of those who will
investigate such puzzles might consider
higher education as an evaluation machine.
I started tinkering toward this metaphor
a decade ago when, inspired by Annette
Lareau’s pivotal study of class variation in
parenting styles (Lareau 2003), I suggested
the growing extent to which specifically aca-
demic criteria of merit and worth have come
to define what counts as youthful virtue and
the measure of successful child-rearing
(Stevens 2007). Posselt’s book convinces
me that the relationship between academic
evaluation and social reproduction is
broader than that.

Inside Graduate Admissions shows that the
judgment of those seeking to become the
academy’s next generation consumes a great
deal of faculty time and organizational atten-
tion. People take this work very seriously
and worry a lot about getting it right.
Though Posselt’s observations end when
letters of acceptance are mailed, many of us
know from experience that these same peo-
ple will keep on worrying through the
many years of admitted students’ long pro-
fessional gestation in graduate school. The
privileged few who are granted admission
to doctoral programs will spend the best
years of their lives being evaluated by
mentors and peers and thereby trained in
what counts as good scholarship in their
chosen academic communities. Eventually
they will go on the market for ever scarcer
tenure-track jobs and face fierce scrutiny by
departments jealously guarding their own
positions in caste-like academic status hier-
archies (Burris 2004). They will send their
papers and monographs to journals and
presses whose prestige is inversely related
to the proportion of submissions denied.

Many of them will walk, or be pushed,
away from careers typified by an incessant
stream of critical review. Those who remain
faculty will sport CVs, and scholarly identi-
ties, comprising accumulated positive judg-
ments. They will develop the thick skins
necessary for contributing themselves to
that incessant stream of assessment. They
will grade undergraduate coursework,
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mark up doctoral theses, and critique
journal manuscripts, grant applications,
and tenure files. And because their own pro-
fessional reputations come partly from the
status and number of things they evaluate,
faculty will be almost certain to list, on their
curriculum vitae, the prestigious organiza-
tions that have enlisted them to perform
critical review. People, ideas, projects,
programs, even entire universities: all
accrue legitimacy through the positive
assessments of named and academically
employed experts with access to coveted
letterhead.

Evaluation is, in sum, a good deal of the
productive function of higher education,
perhaps an explanation for its peculiarly
central position in the larger institutional
order, perhaps even its ultimate reason for
being. Hence my critical summative assess-
ment: even with Posselt’s excellent contribu-
tion, sociologists have yet to consider aca-
demic evaluation enough.

But for now I’m off to a doctoral-student
recruitment session. Our admits this year
hail from marquee institutions, boast spec-
tacular test scores, and probably look and
think more than a little like I do. Mea culpa.
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